
Assignments functionality in
StrikePlagiarism.com



The "Assignment" feature is located on the left sidebar, following the "Documents" section.

To create a new Assignment the Teacher (not Administrator) shall click on Add. 



Fill up all required fields: Short name of the Assignment, Title of the paper,
Description, set the due date and choose type of documents to be submitted.



Click on a Generate short name and pass the code to the student for a self-enrollment
or Add students emails to the email field.

Enroll your students to the assignments in two ways:



If you add an incorrect email or email that has not been registered in the system yet, you
will receive an error message and the system won`t allow you to add this email to the
Assignment.



Once Assignment is created the student receives an email notification and a link to the Assignment.
Notifications will be generated and sent to the teacher once Similarity Report is created by the
system and sent to the student when work is evaluation by the teacher. The teacher's comment
added to the justification field during evaluation is added to the notification email.



Student submits a document to the Assignment, adds title if it was not added by the teacher.



The educator can get acquainted with the assignments and check the fragments that have been copied
from each other. The system will automatically take you to a similar fragment in another author's work
after you click on the blue fragment. This is a Cross-check mode, a unique technology developed by
StrikePlagiarism.com's team.



No copies found?



Click on Save|Submit button to evaluate an Assignment



Make a decision whether you disqualify the work, return for correction or accept it. Additionally, you
can add a justification for returning the work for correction and further instructions.



If you do not want to enroll students to the Assignment and prefer to upload documents
yourself, collect documents, convert to ZIP file and upload for verification.



Teacher and Administrator can monitor the status of the Assignment, check if the
document is submitted on time or after the deadline etc.



Resubmission

The system allows the Administrator to limit the number of resubmissions in the Settings of the account. By
adding a limit to the number of versions at the Settings, Administrator can restrict resubmissions for all
users. A new document version is submitted to the same project (document). 



Thank you for your attention


